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Aim

This Software aims at developing a personal assistant for 
linux-based systems. Currently, the purpose of the software is 
to perform the tasks of the user at certain commands, provided 
in either of the way, speech or text. It will ease most of the work 
of the user as a complete task can be done on a single 
command. Jarvis draws its inspiration from Virtual assistants 
like Cortana for Windows and Siri for iOS.



Project Overview

Jarvis -
1. Fulfills the lack of a virtual assistant in Linux 

systems
2. Has an easy to install and use interface
3. Communicates process using voice or text
4. Automates tedious tasks like deployment, 

unit testing through a single commands
5. Completely free to use. 



Roles Played By Jarvis:

1 Medical Diagnosis 
and aid

2

Retrieving images and 
videos from the web.

5 Search Engine with   
Voice Inputs

7

Live Weather Updates

3

Reminder and 
To-do app

6

Sending 
Mails

4

Auto-deployment of services 
using docker on heroku

8 Vocabulary 
help





Features in 
Jarvis

#
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1. Queries from the web:

● We have addressed the essential part of a netizen’s life by enabling our voice assistant to 
search the web. Here we have used Node JS and Selenium framework for extracting the 
result from the web as well as displaying it to the user. Jarvis supports a plethora of search 
engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo and displays the result by scraping the searched 
queries. 

● In order to make queries from different search engines, the given format should be adopted: 

<search engine> <query>

Jarvis supports Google, Bing and Yahoo, which should precede the desired query.
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  2.   Accessing Youtube Videos:

● Jarvis implements the feature through a subprocess module which is handled by 
the main Golang service. This service initiates the subprocess for Node JS which 
serves the Selenium WebDriver, and scraps the searched YouTube query.

● In order to access videos from youtube format is:

Youtube <video you want to search for>
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  3.  Get weather for a location:

● Getting live weather conditions about a place remains an important task of virtual 
assistants. It helps the user charter the course of their action. Jarvis addresses this 
issue with the help of Python.

● To get the weather at any location format is:

Weather <city> <state/country>
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  4.  Retrieve images:

● Users could get images directly through the Jarvis interface. This implementation is 
done using the  Selenium WebDriver. The images are derived as iframes from the 
entire web code received from Google images. These are formatted according to 
use and displayed in a compact manner in the Jarvis interface.

● For retrieving images format is,

 image <search>
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  5.  Dictionary Meaning:

● One of the usages of the web is to find word meaning and its usage in our day 
to day life. Instead of going through the bulky books, our users can simply 
search for it using the voice assistant and get the meaning within a fraction of 
seconds. 

● For retrieving the meaning of a word format is, 

meaning <word>
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  5.  Retrieving Medicine details and Symptoms

A. Medicine Details 

Get the complete details of the medicine, including :

1. Indications
2. Contradictions
3. Trade/Brand Names
4. Dosage
5. Process of consumption
6. Warnings and Precautions related to the medicine
7. Storage conditions

● For retrieving the details of the medicine, the format is:

medicine <name of the medicine>
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B.     Medicine Help based on symptoms

● List your noticed symptoms and get immediate help on the medicines that could 
be taken.

● For retrieving the medicine based on symptoms, format is:

Symptoms <specify the symptoms>
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  6.  Sending Emails

● Integrating mailing features to Jarvis eases the job of mailing, which 
otherwise would have to be done by opening the concerned email address. 
With Jarvis, you do not need to go for another tab to do one of the major task 
of your day to day affairs. The user can send emails to the desired receiver. 

● He should input Send mail, after which a form will be displayed.
●  Fill the form with the required details and click on the send mail button.
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  7.  Set Reminders

● One of the main features of a voice assistant is to set a reminder for the user 
accordingly. Jarvis is no different when it comes to this. The user can set 
reminders to be notified about a task at a particular time. This will help users, 
especially developers to schedule their time and resources easily. 

● All the user have to do is to input Set reminder to the assistant. 
● A form will be displayed. Fill the form with the required details and click on set 

reminder button.
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  7.  Auto Deployment of cloud-services and complete the DevOps cycle

● Automates the tedious task of deployment on Heroku containers
● Takes Heroku and Github credentials as Input.
● Initiates the Node JS subprocess which switches the Selenium browser 

and logs in the Heroku dashboard
● Currently, supported by only selected organisations like Kubernetes. 

This feature would make Jarvis one among the select, and possibly the 
first of its type in India.
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Tech-Stack Used

FRONTEND FRAMEWORK
➢ AngularJS

BACKEND STACK
➢ GO-lang 
➢ Docker Container

DATABASE
➢ SQLite
➢ Cookies



Future Perspectives and Plans:

● Integrating the web-app with mobile-app using React Native to provide a 
synchronized experience of all the processes of the mobile like  messages, 
calls and notifications and notify in the web-app.

● Further, in the long run, Jarvis is planned to feature auto deployment 
supporting elastic beanstalk, backup files, and all operations which a 
general Server Administrator does. The functionality would be seamless 
enough to replace the Server Administrator with Jarvis.

● Native platform-independent Desktop Application for Jarvis.
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